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Abstract

We are motivated to seek a fast and accurate multi-touch gesture detection algorithm that can be utilized for 3D navigation. Our current approach tries to solve the online gesture detection for multi-touch devices for translation, rotation and zooming gestures.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Multi-Touch Gesture Detection]: Real-Time Gesture Detection Algorithm—Multi-Touch

1 Introduction

Our work is inspired by previous contributions such as the $1 algorithm[8] and the Rubine algorithm[5]. The contributions mentioned have shown that simple approaches can be quite effective and easier to implement in contrast to Hidden Markov Models[6] or neural networks[4]. The primary motivation is to find a fast algorithm for a high-demanding 3D navigation system using multi-touch devices. The Rubine algorithm[5] showed specific features that can be used for stroke recognition and Wobbrock et al.[8] demonstrated an efficient approach to detect different gestures. Our goals are also aligned with the problem statement written by Greg Hamerly† for interaction with a generalized multi-touch system. We believe that our work can contribute to the development of real-time solutions for the algorithm development of the post-WIMP era. Particularly, the use of real-time gesture detection for 3D synthetic worlds. For further review of the state of the art, please see[8] and for a in-depth study of post-WIMP devices and interfaces, see[1].

2 Exposition

We are currently developing our multi-touch system using C++11 with Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 and running on a Windows 7 64-bit machine. We are also using the Parallel Patterns Library from Microsoft to keep all data structures thread safe. For the touch data, we use the raw data provided by the Windows touch driver[3]. The raw touches they gives us the flexibility to test different multi-touch gesture recognition approaches and build new gestures.

We use raw touch data[3] (e.g., Windows, iOS) to capture data points stored in a set called trace. A trace starts when a user presses with one finger and continues until the user removes the finger from the device. Figure 1, shows a rotation gesture with two fingers in our test system. This constitutes two traces. Each trace has a a unique identifier (id) and contains a set of points with 2D Coordinates (x,y) and a timestamp t, for each point. The general events provided are the initial touch of a trace (TOUCHDOWN), the translation of the trace (TOUCHMOVE) and the end of the trace (TOUCHUP). A trace point structure contains coordinates x and y, timestamp t0, count c (indicating how many continuous points are found in the same location), boolean p (indicating if the touchpoint was already processed) and the last timestamp t. This we call TOUCHPOINT. We also keep an additional data structure with the name of TRACE. This contains id for the unique identifier. The initial timestamp t for the trace, the final timestamp tf and boolean d to see if the trace is ready for deletion. For additional information on how Windows 7 handles the touch driver, please see [3]. Our approach concentrates in the online gesture detection using multi-touch devices. However, we believe that our approach combined with finite state machine will yield a better result.

It is important to keep the touch events and gesture detection in different thread processes[7]. Therefore, all the active traces are stored in a concurrent hash map and a concurrent array list (vector) to keep the set of touch points of a given trace. Once data points are processed, they can be safely removed. The advantage to have them in different threads (other than speed) is to have a real-time approach to gesture detection. We define a buffer with a maximum size of windowSize. This means that when the buffer is full, it needs to perform the gesture detection while still allowing touch events to execute. In our experiment we have found that the windowSize works fine when it has 50 data points for each trace. This means, that a four-finger gesture will need a windowSize of 200.

Figure 1: Rotation Gesture

TOUCHDOWN is the initial event that fires when a trace begins. This means that a user has pressed a finger in the multi-touch device. The event fires for each new trace. There is room to further improve the performance of the gesture detection system by creating additional threads for each trace. The first trace is stored in the vector mtrace, during this event. The vector is kept in a hash map mtrace, which contains a collection of all traces. The timestamp for t0 and t1 will be identical for the first trace.

As the user moves across the screen (without lifting the fingers) the event that fires is TOUCHMOVE (Listing 1). In line 3 of Listing 1, we invoke a method called removeNoise passing the given trace and the previous traces. This algorithm should be modified according to how the “noise” is defined. We consider that “noise” occurs if a new touch point is within ±d of a previous point where d is a pre-calculated value depending on the size of the screen (e.g., 2). If the noise is true, then we just update the counter c and the timestamp t for this trace as shown in lines 5-6. Otherwise, we add this
touch point to the vector. At the end of the procedure, in line 13, we update the map (Note that depending on the implementation and language, you may skip this last step).

Algorithm 1 TOUCHMOVE

1: trace ← TRACE(id)
2: vtraces ← mtraces.find(id)
3: noise ← removeNoise(trace, vtrace)
4: if noise then
5:  trace.c += 1
6:  trace.t1 = trace.requestTimeStamp()
7: else
8:  trace.t1 ← trace.requestTimeStamp()
9:  trace.t0 ← vtraces[length - 1].t0
10: vtrace ← mtraces.getValue()
11: vtrace.push_back(traces)
12: end if
13: mtraces.insert(id, vtrace)

The final event is when the user removes the finger. Since the gesture detection algorithm may still be running, the data is marked for deletion only. Once Algorithm 2 finishes, the process can safely delete all the data touch points that have been used.

Algorithm 2 detects translation (swipe), rotation, zooming (pinch). Once the buffer is full, we split a window of touch data into two lists named top and bottom. This creates an initial and a final snapshots to work with.

Algorithm 2 requires pre-computed values, grip points and average touch points (described below) before it can execute. The choices to pre-compute the values can be done in the TOUCHMOVE event or by firing a separate process before Algorithm 2 starts. If the latter is chosen, then a GPU approach is recommended. For now, we are using the touch events for the pre-computed values. We have stored the values for Algorithm 2 in the top and bottom structures respectively.

The features identified in each gesture are grip, trace vector, spread and angle rotation. A grip is the average of all points in each top and bottom lists. A trace vector is a trace minus the grip, as shown in Algorithm 2 lines 11 through 14. The spread is calculated in lines 15-18 of Algorithm 2 as the average distance between the grip point and the touch vector. The angle rotation is given by the average of the angles obtained by atan2[2], which is the angle between the final touch vector and the initial touch vector.

To select the correct gesture the algorithm finds the highest value from the three distance variables: swipeDistance, rotDistance, or zoomDistance. The definition of the swipe distance is the spread of the first trace and the grip. The rotate distance is calculated to be the arc length, which is given by the the radius of the swipe distance and the average angle shown in lines 19-20 of Algorithm 2. It is important to note that atan2[2] values range between π ± π. This is why there is a factor of 2 in line 26. Finally, the zoom distance is defined as the difference between the average final spread distance and the average initial spread distance.

3 Conclusion

We have shown, in agreement with previous contributions [5, 8], that gesture detection can be solved without complex methods like Hidden Markov Models or neural networks. Our approach finds, in real-time, rotation, translation and zooming gestures for multi-touch devices.

Our future work will attempt to develop mechanisms for detection of new gestures in real-time. We also expect to look into GPU computing and Cloud computing to find innovative ways to perform a big set of faster recognition of gesture from a larger set. Our final goal is to use our gesture detection method with 3D worlds for navigation purposes. We will compare our method with other gesture detection algorithms.
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